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Abundant natural resources translate into low energy costs in Montana, with much
of our energy coming from renewable sources. The geography of Montana, with
the Continental Divide along its mountainous west and the Missouri River flowing
eastward across the state, offers substantial hydroelectric energy resources. In
fact, Montana is the 6th-largest producer of hydroelectric power in the nation.
Also, Montana has more than 50 geothermal areas, 6 large solar power farms
and millions of acres of forested and agricultural land with potential for biomass
resources. Its vast plains provide some of the largest utility-scale wind power
potential in the nation.
Montana is also home to the nation’s largest estimated recoverable coal reserves,
accounting for nearly one-third of the U.S. total, and the only palladium mine in
the U.S., delivering metals used in auto pollution-control devices and electronics.
Hardrock mining of copper, gold, talc, cement, silver, platinum and more
contributes $2.7 billion annually to Montana’s economy.
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CASE STUDY: SANDFIRE RESOURCES AMERICA
BLACK BUTTE COPPER
“The State of Montana is a

good place to invest in the
natural resource sector and
create new jobs by focusing
MONTANA HEADQUARTERS White Sulphur Springs
on economic opportunities
FOUNDED 2011
while protecting the
environment.”
Located north of White Sulphur Springs, Montana, Black Butte
-Rob Scargill, CEO,
Copper includes a copper deposit containing concentration
Sandfire Resources
America Inc.
10 times higher than many existing mines worldwide.

INVESTORS Australia & Canada

Phase I mine development commenced in 2020 with the
announcement of Phase II timing slated for late-2021, this project
will be a state-of-the-art underground mine utilizing cemented
paste backfill placing tailings both back underground into the mined
out voids and in a double lined cemented tailings
facility on surface. Sandfire Resources America proudly
embraces a high standard of environmental stewardship
and water resource management, evident in their
commitment to returning 100% of the project area back to ranch land.
Copper is used in many renewable energy souces indcluding wind
turbines, solar panels, electric cars and CFL and LED light bulbs.

White Sulphur Springs
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